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COMMENTARY
FACIAL RECOGNITION: FACEBOOK SETTLES A CLASS ACTION
FOR $550 MILLION
RYAN LEE*
Facebook announced that it has agreed to pay $550 million to settle a class action lawsuit.
The class action began over Facebook’s use of facial recognition technology in Illinois on Illinois
residents. The case, In re Facebook Biometric Information Privacy Litigation (15-cv-03747-JD)
(N.D. Cal.), comes specifically from a photo-labeling service rolled out by Facebook to make it
easier to identify the people in your photos and then to tag them.1 The service, known as Tag
Suggestions, uses a face-matching software to suggest the names of people in users’ photos.
The class action lawsuit alleges that Facebook violated Illinois biometric privacy law.
Allegedly, Facebook violated the law by harvesting facial data for Tag Suggestions from the
photos of millions of users in Illinois without their permission. Facebook also failed to tell Illinois
residents how long the data would be kept. Facebook responded to and denied these allegations,
saying they have no merit.
The Illinois Biometric Information Privacy Act requires written permission of the person
before a company can collect fingerprints, facial scans, or other identifying biometric data. 2 In
traditional privacy cases a barrier to recovery has been that it is hard to establish that you were
harmed. However, in 2019, the Illinois Supreme Court held unanimously in Rosenbach v. Six Flags
that there was no need to show additional harm to have standing to sue other than violation of the
privacy rights granted in the act. 3 The Illinois Supreme Court said in the opinion that “an individual
need not allege some actual injury or adverse effect, beyond violation of his or her rights under the
Act, in order to qualify as an ‘aggrieved’ person.”4 This decision opened the door for the class
action lawsuit against Facebook.
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Under the settlement, Facebook will pay $550 million to Illinois users if they are eligible
and will pay for the plaintiffs’ legal fees.5 Facebook disclosed the settlement of this class action
lawsuit as part of their quarterly financial report.6 According to the New York Times, a Facebook
spokesperson responded, when asked about the settlement, saying, “[w]e decided to pursue a
settlement as it was in the best interest of our community and our shareholders to move past this
matter.”7
Facebook has since replaced the tag suggestions feature.8 While users are still manually
able to tag their friends in photos, there will no longer be automated tag suggestions. Facebook
also added a setting to control how facial recognition identifies individuals in photos. The setting,
known as facial recognition, includes features beyond tagging such as whether you are in photos
where you are not tagged or if someone else used your face for their profile picture. This setting
gives users increased control over facial recognition used by Facebook affects them.
This settlement of the class action by Facebook comes during the renewed skepticism of
facial recognition technology following the revelations around Clearview, AI’s scraping of social
media site photos to train their facial recognition software.9 There have been similar class action
lawsuits under the Illinois Biometric Information Privacy Act filed against IBM10 and Clearview,
AI.11 With Facebook choosing to settle the class action instead of litigate, we may see the same
course of action in these subsequent cases as well as more class actions brought in the future under
the same act which is unique to Illinois.
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